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the 7z format you are using, then you
should use that instead. To answer
the actual question: The RAR format
used by 7-Zip is not safe if you
exceed the limit. When you
download a RAR file from a
website, you are missing all the
protection features of that format.
The only protection a RAR file has
is that it only opens when that file is
in a special format; otherwise it
might not work. Even so, the
protection is there only for read and
write access; the data in the archive
is completely unprotected. You can
use any modern web browser and
download a file that size through the
standard save dialog in any modern
operating system. You won't need to
use the arcane RAR archive format
to do it. Archive formats have no
security whatsoever in the common
sense. Encryption does have some
effect on the reliability of the
format. The only safe RAR format is
a RAR that's generated from a safe
archive such as 7z. Note that the 7z
format is not a unified format; it
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consists of several separate archive
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